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Abstract. A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation of the secondary circuit of a steam
generator test facility was carried out. The multi-phase flow was studied using the two-fluid Eulerian
model. A constant boiling rate was assumed over the U-tubes walls (excepting the pre-heater) and a
blending model was applied for solving the interface momentum exchange. Due to the few amount
of U-tubes, geometric simplifications were avoided, thus giving a fully representation of the geometry.
Steady-state conditions were simulated focusing obtain the re-circulation flow rate, the collapsed liquid
level and the void distribution. Especial effort was also devoted to determinate the phase velocities, void
fraction, pressure drop and the interfacial interaction inside the different parts of the steam generator.
Results were in very good agreement with design nominal data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The current NPP typically produce thermal power larger than 2,000MWt and require 2 or
4 SGs to transfer this power to the turbine. To achieve the heat transfer each SG has between
4,000 and 10,000 U-tubes, rising heat transfer areas larger than 50,000 m2. Typical steam
generators (SG) of a Pressure water Reactor (PWR) or Pressure Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR)
are large vertical heat exchanger, which received heat power from the primary coolant circuit
and transfer it to an isolated secondary water circuit. This kind of equipment are also found
in fossil fuel thermal plants. In Nuclear Power Plants (NPP), the SGs play a significant role
in many different aspects; They generate the necessary steam to impulse the turbine train but
also serve as a fission product barrier to avoid the release of radionuclides and a heat sink
for the primary circuit in several accidents such as Loss of Forced Convection (LFC) or Loss
Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). Therefore, the study of SG both under normal operation and
postulated accidents is of great importance for design enhancing as long as nuclear safety.

An sketch of a typical SG is shown in Figure 1. The primary coolant enters at high pressure
and high temperature through the primary inlet, and flows along the U-tubes transferring heat
to the secondary side. Finally the coolant leaves the U-tubes across the primary outlet. The
secondary circuit is quite more complex; A feed water stream, generally heated outside of the
SG, enters into the SG through the feed water nozzle and is heated up to saturation in the pre-
heated zone. Afterwards, the saturated water is mixed in the middle of the riser with the liquid
stream coming from the down-comer. The secondary circuit operates at lower pressure than the
primary one to promote boiling. Near the U-tubes walls the steam bubbles nucleate, grow and
finally are detached by the convective flow and local buoyancy forces. Then, bubbles rise up
dragging the surrounding water and promoting agitation. Generally at the top end of the riser
there is an area contraction where the steam is accelerated. Therefore, the steam drags small
liquid drops towards the separation zone at the top of the SG. Separators are arrays of cyclones
(primary moisture separator) in which the drops are separated from the steam by inertial forces.
Subsequently, the steam crosses a dryer (secondary moisture separator), which has small orifices
or parallel plates wherein the residual humidity is condensed. Finally, the steam discharged into
the upper head and then it is carried to the turbine. The separated water goes down, returning
to the bottom side of the riser through the down-comer, which frequently consists of an annular
duct formed between the riser and the external sheet.

In SGs at less three flow patters can be identified: vapor bubbles immersed in liquid wa-
ter, water droplets in vapor stream and a the transition among them. In last years, significant
efforts were dedicated to study the two-phase flow model and specially to develop more real-
istic phenomenological models with the aim to estimate the interfacial interaction (Tomiyama
et al., 2006), focusing to develop multi-scale models (Hänsch et al., 2012) (Marschall, 2011) in
interpenetrating continuous models.

Even today fully geometric Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies for SG are still
unachievable with the current computational resources. Therefore, several the authors have
confronted this problem modeling the U-tubes bundle by using porous media. Stosic et. al
(Stosic and Stevanovic, 2002) improved a two-fluid porous media with applications for fuel
rods or shell-and-tube heat exchangers. Feng et al. (Ferng, 2007) (Ferng and Chang, 2008) stud-
ied the thermalâ �AŞhydraulic flow and released nuclides distribution in SGs and Rama (Rämä
et al., 2010) analyzed the multiphase flow structures in horizontally disposed SGs of VVER-440
PWR-NPP. More recently, Cong et al. (Cong et al., 2013) presented a thermal-hydraulic study
of the AP-1000 SG using a mixture-fluid solver with heat and mass transfer in porous media.
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Figure 1: Steam generator components.

They also used lumped models to solve the flow in the down-comer and separators. Other con-
tributions were performed by Li et al. (Li et al., 2013) and Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2014),
who focused their studies in the heat transfer between the primary and secondary circuits. Li et
al. carried out this using the Conjugated Heat Transfer model (CHT ) meanwhile Zhang et al.
proposed a one-dimensional (1D) coupled model to solve dynamic transients.

All these previous works pointed out about the variety of flow patterns, phase velocities, void
distribution and pressure drops that takes place inside the SGs. However, the CFD capabilities
are limited in order to simulate this complex problems; the main reasons are the amount of
degree of freedom solvable by the current computational resources, the lack of understanding
about the interfacial effects, the range of validity of the correlations and models and the inability
of the current boiling models, among others. In this context, the CFD simulation of steam
generators employing multiphase approaches, such as the two-fluid model, is a challenge.

In the current paper, the secondary side of the test facility RD14M is simulated with the
two-fluid Euler-Euler model(Ishii, 1975). The geometrical characteristics of the facility allow
performing a full-geometry model (FGM) in order to compare CFD results with macroscopic
nominal data. For interfacial momentum exchange we proposed a blended strategy able to
represent either the two extreme situations and the transition. Details of this method were given
by Marschall (Marschall, 2011) and Rusche (Rusche, 2002) and briefly over-viewed in this
paper.

Promoted by the saturated thermal conditions of the fluid, the problem was assumed in adi-
abatic conditions. The aim of this hypothesis is to avoid the issues around the mass transfer
models in this kind of problems. The evaporation flow rate was assumed as a constant value
distributed around the U-tubes (except in the pre-heater). The special emphasis was given to
the flow interaction between the phases, the void distribution, the pressure drops and the flow
structures achieved.
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2 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The widely known Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model (Ishii, 1975) (Evje and Fjelde, 2002)
implemented in OpenFoam (Weller, 2002) was selected to solve the current problem. A set of
equations representing the conservation of mass, momentum and energy are written for each
phase and solved in order to satisfy some constraints. The interaction between phases is rep-
resented by suitable interface transfer terms that arise from constitutive relations. For a binary
water-steam system the continuity equations can be written in a differential form as:

∂ (α1ρ1)

∂ t
+∇ · (α1ρ1U1) = Γ1 (1)

∂ (α2ρ2)

∂ t
+∇ · (α2ρ2U2) = Γ2 (2)

where the sub-indexes 1 and 2 indicate water and steam phases respectively, α denotes the
volume fraction, ρ the density and U the velocity. The terms Γ1 and Γ2 in the right hand
side are the net mass transfer accounting for evaporation and condensation. By adding both
mass equations the total mass conservation is obtained. This global balance equation becomes
a restriction to be satisfied for the pressure-velocity coupling (Weller, 2002). The difference
between the evaporation and condensation rates is the net mass transfer of each phase. That is:
Γ1 = Γ1,2−Γ2,1 and Γ2 = Γ2,1−Γ1,2. Despite of Γ1 = −Γ2, the net interfacial mass transfer
must be zero. Finally, the total mass conservation equation is:

∂ (α1ρ1)

∂ t
+

∂ (α2ρ2)

∂ t
+∇ · (α1ρ1U1 +α2ρ2U2) = 0 (3)

The conservation of momentum is accomplished by one momentum equation for every
phase. However, all of them are coupled through the interfacial force terms. Using the Reynolds
time-average (Reynolds, 1895), the two conservation momentum equations are written as:

∂ (α1ρ1U1)

∂ t
+∇ · (α1ρ1U1U1) =

−∇ · (α1(τ1 +R1))−α1∇p+α1ρ1g+M1 +(Γ2,1U2−Γ1,2U1) (4)

∂ (α2ρ2U2)

∂ t
+∇ · (α2ρ2U2U2) =

−∇ · (α2(τ2 +R2))−α2∇p+α2ρ2g+M2 +(Γ1,2U1−Γ2,1U2) (5)

here τ is the laminar stress tensor and R is the Reynolds stress tensor. p is the pressure and
M1 and M2 are the interfacial forces per unit volume. As noted, in this formulation the same
pressure is shared by both phases. Based on the assumption that there exists analogy between
laminar viscous stresses and Reynolds stresses, the Reynolds tensor becomes proportional to the
laminar stress tensor, which is defined for each phase γ (γ = 1 for water and γ = 2 for steam)
as:

τγ =−ργνγ [∇Uγ +∇
T Uγ ]+

2
3

ργνγ(∇ ·Uγ)I (6)
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where νγ is the molecular kinematic viscosity and I is the identity matrix. Finally, Rγ is given
by the following expression:

Rγ =−ργνγ,t [∇Uγ +∇
T Uγ ]+

2
3

ργνγ,t(∇ ·Uγ)I +
2
3

ργκγ,tI (7)

where κγ,t is the turbulent kinetic energy, and νγ,t is the turbulent kinematic viscosity.

To obtain the phase fractions α1 and α2 it is enough to solve either equation 1 or 2. Generally,
the continuity equation for the dispersed phase is solved and the other phase is obtained by the
restriction α1 +α2 = 1. Following the method proposed by Weller et al. (Weller, 2002), the
continuity equation 1 is rewritten to avoid boundlessness problems. Thus, rewriting the phase
velocity in terms of the mean and relative velocities U and Ur:

U = α1U1 +α2U2 (8)

Ur = U1−U2 (9)

Let us:
U1 = U+α2Ur (10)

Substituting Eq. 10 into the phase continuity equation 1 leads to:

∂ (α1ρ1)

∂ t
+∇ · (α1ρ1U)+∇ · (α1α2ρ1Ur) = Γ1,2−Γ2,1 (11)

A two-equation model is used to evaluate the Reynolds stress tensor (R) in equation 7. In
multi-phase problems the turbulence calculation with the k− ε model is commonly carried
out only for the continuous phase and then inferred for the dispersed phase throw response
coefficients. However, this methodology presents several limitations in practice. In recent years,
Behzadi (Behzadi et al., 2004) proposed a mixture k− ε formulation to solvable the mentioned
issue:

∂

∂ t
(ρmkm)+∇ · (ρmUmkm)

= ∇ ·
(

µm,t

σk,m
∇km

)
+Pk

m−ρmεm +Sk
m (12)

∂

∂ t
(ρmεm)+∇ · (ρmUmεm) = ∇ ·

(
µm,t

σε,m
∇εm

)
+

εm

km
(Cε1Pk

m−Cεm2ρmεm +Cεm3Sε
m) (13)

where k and ε are the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate and the sub-index
m refers to the mixture. Standard values are assumed for the turbulent parameters (Cµ = 0.09,
Cε1 = 1.44, Cε2 = 1.92, Cε3 = 1.92, σk,m = 1.0 and σε,m = 1.3). The source terms in Eq. 12
and 13 are computed such as was proposed by Lahey (Lahey, 2005).

The mixture properties are related to the phase properties by mean of a response coefficient
Ct (Ct

2 = kd/kc = εd/εc). This coefficient stands for the ratio between the dispersed phase
velocity fluctuations and the continuous one. Based on experimental results Behzadi(Behzadi
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et al., 2004) suggested that the turbulence response coefficient is strongly influenced by the
phase fraction αd and he proposed the following relationship:

Ct
2 = 1+(Ct0−1)e− f (αd) (14)

where

f (αd) = 180αd−4.71×103
α

2
d +4.26×104

α
3
d (15)

Hill(Hill, 1998) defined the coefficient (Ct0 as function of the local flow and the turbulence
fields:

Ct0 =
3+β

(1+β +2ρd/ρc)
(16)

β =
6Cµ

(4∗ (3/2)1/2

CD,d

ρc

kc

εc
(17)

where the sub-indexes d and c refer to discrete and continuous phases. CD,d is the drag
coefficient.

The mixture fields km, εm, Um, µm,t are computed with "pseudo-mass-weighted" average
between both continuous and dispersed phases.

Finally, the turbulent kinetic energy κγ and turbulent dissipation rate εγ for each phase are
recovered from the Ct and the turbulent viscosity µt,γ is obtained from the widely known rela-
tionship:

µt =Cµ

kγ

εγ

(18)

Interfacial Momentum exchange

Different mechanisms of interfacial momentum transfer have been discussed in the past,
frequently by studying the dimensionless equations of motion and making comparisons with
experimental data (Enwald et al., 1996). From these precursor studies, it was concluded that the
net interfacial force can be divided on several independent physical effects:

M1,2 =−M2,1 = MD +MSL +MWL +MV M +MT D (19)

In Eq. 19 the term MD represents the drag force, MSL is the lift force, MWL is the wall-
lubrication force, MV M is the virtual mass force and MT D is the turbulence dispersion (Pellacani
et al., 2010).
All these terms play a crucial role in the SG flow. Therefore, especial attention should be taken
to define the proper models. In addition, different flow regimes can be identified along the SG
(see Figure 2):

a) Liquid with small bubbles nucleated at the U-tubes walls. The bubbly regime occurs at
the bottom of the riser with very small void fractions. The flow is characterized by small
spherical bubbles moving in liquid continuous flow. Bubbles move very slowly with little
interaction among them (Mostafa, 2008).
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b) Liquid with bubbles nucleating, growing and detaching from the U-tube walls. The void
fraction increases and bubbles begin to coalesce giving less but larger bubbles (slug regime).
The interaction among phases gets significant.

c) Steam with drops. Due to the density ratio among phases, high steam velocity occurs in the
top of the riser. The steam leaving the riser drags drops with different sizes. The motion is
governed by drag and gravity forces.

d) Steam with fine droplets. Because of the high efforts, the largest drops break up into small
droplets before to enter the separators.

e) Separated flow. Inside the separator the drops are forced to hit the walls induced by cen-
trifugal effects. Due to the impacts and frictions the drops lose part of the kinetic energy and
form slugs, which fall down by gravity.

Summarizing, the two-phase flow inside the SG pass through different regimes along the
secondary circuit. In the bottom of the riser (a), the liquid is the continuous phase and the steam
appears as small bubbles. Meanwhile, in the upper zone (c) the steam is the continuous phase
and the liquid is found as drops or slugs. For this reason, consider that one phase is continuous
everywhere seems to be a mistake.

The non-drag forces play a significant role in this kind of problems. e.g., the shear-induced
and wall-Induced lift force promotes the agitation of the fluid close to the U-tubes and the
Wall-Induced lift force detaches the vapor from the walls and increases the bubbly nucleation.

Dry steam

Steam with fine droplets (d)

Steam with liquid drops (c)

Liquid with vapor bubbles (a)

Liquid and vapor mixed (b)

Separated liquid and vapor (e)

Pure liquid
(down-commer)

Figure 2: Computational domain.

2.1 Blending model for phase coupling

As mentioned, the liquid and steam phases take the continuous and dispersed roles depending
on the place where they are. Therefore, it is necessary to have suitable models for bubbles
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moving in water and for drops moving in steam. For achieving that a blending strategy with
linear transition between both models was adopted. This allows affecting all the interfacial
forces (Eq. 19) by three functions; f1 : corresponding to bubbles fully dispersed in water. f2 :
corresponding to drops fully dispersed in steam and ftran accounting for the transition. The
three functions are defined as:

α1 ≤ α f d

{
f1 = 1.0
f2 = 0.0 (20)

Transition

{
f1 =

α1−α f d
αpd−α f d

f2 =
α f d−α2
αpd−α f d

(21)

α2 ≥ αpd

{
f1 = 0.0
f2 = 1.0 (22)

where α f d and αpd refers to the fully-dispersed and partially-dispersed limits for which the
transition starts and finishes. The model limits were set by default as α f d = 0.3 and αpd =
0.5 Finally, each one of the interfacial force terms in Eq. 19 will be affected by an effective
coefficient Ki

e f f which is calculated by:

Ki
e f f = Ki

1,2( f1− f2)+Ki
1d(1− f1)+Ki

2d f2 (23)

where Ki
1,2 corresponds to the coefficient for mixed flow, and Ki

1d and Ki
2d are the coefficients

for fully-segregated flow. The supra-index i refers to D, SL, WL, V M or T D. That is, there is a
set of coefficients for each kind of interfacial force term. These three coefficients are defined in
follows sections for the different interfacial forces.

2.2 Drag force

This force represents the resistance opposed to the motion of bubbles, drops and particles
in the continuous fluid. The drag force typically has a quadratic dependency with the relative
velocity among phases, tending to equalize their velocities. Moreover, for dispersed-continuous
systems, it is strongly dependent upon the shape and size of the disperse phase as long as
the flow regime. In the past, detailed studies were conducted by Clift (Clift et al., 1978) and
Ishii(Ishii and Zuber, 1979) finding that the main parameters characterizing the flow regime are

the Eotvos number (Eo =
d2

dg∆ρ

σc
), the Morton number (Mo =

µ4
c g∆ρ

ρ2
c σ3

c
) and the bubble Reynolds

number (Red = ρcddUr
µc

). Figure 3 shows the different regimes for bubbles rising in continuous
media(Clift et al., 1978). The terminal velocity (or the relative velocity Ur) can be estimated

directly from the Red by knowing the Eo and Mo (Re2
d = 4

3CD

√
E3

o
Mo

) ((Tomiyama et al., 1998)).
Similarly, the drop shape regime can be defined by knowing two of the three dimensionless
numbers. Figure 3 was built from experimental test data for bubbles rising freely in a continuous
stagnant fluid. Furthermore, the majority of the drag models have been derived from these
experimental data. However, in general the engineering applications are farther than these ideal
situations and the interaction among particles play a crucial role.

Returning to Eq. 19 the drag effort MD is modeled as:

MD =
3
4

αd
ρcνc

dd
CDRed(Uc−Ud) (24)
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Figure 3: Different regimes for bubbles rising in stagnant fluid pool.

where CD is the drag coefficient, which for rigid particles is generally computed only as a
function of Red . Perhaps the more widely employed for spherical particles is the Schiller and
Naumman (Schiller and Naumann, 1933) model, which also considers that no any particle-
particle interaction takes place. On the other hand, many empirical and semi-empirical equa-
tions have been proposed to calculate the CD for non-rigid bubbles or drops moving in con-
tinuous media (Clift et al., 1978). Referenced models are by Wen Yu(Gidaspow, 1994), Ishii-
Zuber(Ishii and Zuber, 1979) and Tomiyama. They have some corrections to account for particle
deformation and interaction among particles. In this work, the Tomiyama model was selected
for describing both bubbles moving in water and drops moving in steam. This model considers
bubble or drop distortion but additionally contains a parameter accounting for the contamination
of the continuous media.

Tomiyama model

Tomiyama et al. ((Tomiyama et al., 1998)) quantified the drag effect for several regimes
(spherical and non-spherical shape) in pure (double distillate water), slightly contaminated (sin-
gle distillate water) and contaminated (no distillate water) systems. They concluded that for fine
spherical bubbles the governing effect is the viscosity and drag is dominated by the Reynolds
of the bubble (Reb). On the other hand, for non-spherical shape bubbles the surface tension and
the gravity became dominant. Thus, the drag dependents on Eo. The Eq. 25 accounts for the
both cases:

CD = max
(

A.min
(

1+0.15Re0.687
d ,3

)
,8Rd

Eo

3Eo +12

)
(25)

where A is a parameter which changes from 16 for pure water to 24 for slightly contaminated
water. Despite of Tomiyama model is suitable both for drops and bubbles, it was chose to
estimate the drag coefficients in all situations. That is, bubbles in water (KD

1d), drops in steam
(KD

2d) and the transition (KD
1,2) in Eq. 23. Despite of the same drag model was used for all

situations, the advantage of the blending model was to differentiate the flow properties, specially
in the estimation of the Bubble/Droplet Reynolds (Reb). This concept is explained below. Other
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capability of the blending is the introduction of different sizes for drops and bubbles.
In order to improve the study, the drag effect was analyzed macroscopically in a simple test.

Like mentioned above, this problem present two main flow structures. In the SG raiser the vapor
behaves as a dispersed phase. In the other hand, in the separator, the vapor represent the con-
tinuous phase. The assumption of an specific continuous phase induce to a mistake. The main
error occur in the bubbly/droplet Reynolds estimation. To understand this problem, the picture
in figure 4 sketches the domain test. This correspond to a little portion of the second stage of the
SG separator (Its description will give below). Basically, there are 4 mouthpieces that inject the
steam stream with the dragged water droplets. The water impact in the external shell and drop
down. For this problem we assume the 2 Kg/s vapor mass flow rate with an extreme quantities
of water (1 Kg/s). This mass flow rates was affected by the adopted mouthpieces ratio (4/96).
A steam must leave the domain throw the upper patch, meanwhile the liquid is leaved by an
orifice in the lower patch. The water level avoid the steam discharge throw the lower orifice.
The same RD-14 mesh features was assumed for this domain. Two appropriated drag models
was adopted to the analysis: the Tomiyama and Schiller-Naumann models. Both models was
assessed assuming the vapor as the continuous phase and dispersed phase.

Figure 4 shows the liquid mass flow rate throw the upper patch. The expected value must be
very close to 0. The cases where the vapor is assumed as continuous phase (VC) present good
efficiency with low liquid drag to the upper outlet. The behavior is similar to the expected.
The liquid is accumulated in the wall and fall down by the gravitation effect. Regards the other
case where the liquid is assumed as continuous phase (LC) the separation effect is not achieved.
The drag phenomena dominates the problem and the liquid is dragged even in the wall. In this
sense, the 80% of the mass water leave the domain dragged by the vapor stream. The large drag
induce a fully mixing in the domain and both phases can not be identified. The main difference
between both liquid-vapor configurations lies in the bubble/droplet Reynolds (Red = ρcddUr

µc
).

The fluid properties plays the main role. When the liquid is assumed as continuous phase,
the large Reb induces highs drag forces (Despite of the lower drag coefficient) and dominates
over the wall-induced drag. To conclude, both assessed drag coefficient models do not show
significant differences.

M
F

R
 [

K
g/

s]

t [s]

TOM-LC
SN-LC
TOM-VC
SN-VC

a) b)

Figure 4: Drag test facility: a. Domain features, b. Liquid mass flow rate trow the steam outlet.

To complete the drag study, several liquid droplets diameters was assessed in the above
presented test. The same flow ratio was assumed (2Kg/s of vapor with 1Kg/s of liquid). The
vapor was assumed as continuous phase. Table 1 summarizes the separation efficiency. It must
be noted that the efficiency is good for all cases and the droplet diameter has not significant
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effect under this conditions. For the lowest diameters the efficiency decreases. It is expected
because the finer drops are dragged by the vapor stream.

Tomiyama Schiller-Naumann

dl [mm] ε [%] ε [%]

0.2 99.08 93.29

1 99.02 99.42

5 99.36 99.86

Table 1: Dryer efficiency for both Tomiyama and Schiller-Naumann drag model and different water droplets
diameters

Based on the presented results, the blending strategy is of fundamental importance for the
problem. A water droplet diameter of 1mm was adopted. Regards the vapor bubble diameter,
the literature (Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk, 1970) (Unal, 1976) give values of bubble lower than
1mm. This correlations studied the bubble generation in the heated wall and the maximum
diameter reached in the detachment. The flow behavior in the SG is quite different and the
expected diameters are larger than these values. The fully evaporation induce the coalescence
of higher bubble. For this reason, in the present work 2mm was assumed for the vapor bubble
diameter.

2.3 Virtual mass Force

Virtual or added mass force (MV M) is an extra resistance force due to the relative acceleration
of one phase with respect to the other. This force tends to equalize the acceleration of both
phases. This force is neglected when the dispersed phase has a larger density than the continuous
one (eg. drops in air), but takes relevance on the contrary situation. MV M is calculated by the
widely used correlation (Drew and Passman, 1999):

MV M = α1α2CV Mρc(
DUd

dt
− DUc

dt
) (26)

where CV M is the virtual mass coefficient, ρc is the density of the continuous phase and DUd
dt

and DUc
dt are the velocity material derivatives for the discrete and continuous phases. CV M is

commonly defined with a constant value of 0.5(Sar� et al., 2009) independently of the flow
regime. The same value was assumed for all the blending model coefficients (KV M

1d = KV M
2d =

KV M
1,2 ).

2.4 Shear-Induced lift force

The lift force (or shear-induced lift force) appears when a particle moves in a continuous
fluid which has shear stress, specially entailed by the walls. This force acts in orthogonal
direction with respect to the particle motion. Therefore, it plays an important role on the radial
distribution for low density particles moving in high density fluids (eg. bubbles in water flowing
in a vertical duct). This force impulse the particles toward or far to the walls. The lift force is
calculated from potential flow theory as (Drew and Lahey Jr, 1987):

MSL = α1ρ2CLUr× (∇×U) (27)
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where CL is the dimensionless lift coefficient. Several empirical correlations was proposed in
the past(Tomiyama, 2004)(Frank et al., 2008). This coefficient can take values between 0.01 to
0.5(Wang et al., 1987). Based on Antal et al. results (Antal et al., 1991), we assumed CL = 0.1.
The same value was defined for the three blending coefficients.

2.5 Wall-Induced lift force

This force, also named wall-Lubrication force, acts normally to the particle trajectory and
becomes significant near the walls, pushing the particles outwards the wall. The effect of the
wall induced lift force is significant for bubbles moving in liquid media but it becomes negligible
for drops in gas media. In this work, the model proposed by Antal et al. (Antal et al., 1991) was
implemented in OpenFoam:

MWL = α1ρ2CWL | U |2 nw (28)

where nw is the unit normal vector and CWL is the wall lubrication coefficient, which is
computed as:

CWL =
Cw1

d1
+

Cw2

yw
(29)

In Eq. 29 yw is the bubble to wall distance. Cw1 =−0.104−0.06 | Ur | and Cw2 = 0.147.
MWL is significant only within a thinner region near the wall (yw ≤ −(Cw2d1/Cw1)). This

model was originally based on experimental data for adiabatic conditions (without bubble nu-
cleation on the walls). However, Konkar et al. (Koncar and Mavko, 2004) and Krepper et al.
(Krepper et al., 2007) reported that the model is also suitable for subcooled boiling systems by
taking model constants Cw1 =−0.025 and Cw2 =−0.075.

3 COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

The RD-14M is a test facility, which has similarity from the point of view of thermo-
hydraulics parameters. It contains only two of the four coolant loops of the real CANDU
reactors. Each loop has a SG and a centrifugal pump. The reactor core consists of ten chan-
nels, which are electrical heated delivering a total thermal power of 11 MW. This facility was
designed to operate with the same pressure and temperature ranges, mass flux and enthalpy
distribution than real CANDU units. This allows studying the response of the unity under fast
transient and postulated accidents. The table 2 compares the main flow conditions and construc-
tive characteristics of the RD-14M and the CANDU 6 reactors.

Each SG houses a vertical U-tube bundle with 44 tubes with an average height of 9.4m
(Incoloy-800). Tubes have an external diameter of 15.88mm and thickness of 1.13mm. The SG
has only one cyclone separator, housed in the top-head and covered by a thin shell perforated
dryer for the secondary moisture separation. The maximum thermal power is 5.5 MW per
SG. The coolant inlet temperature is 295◦C and the expected outlet temperature is 264◦C. At
nominal conditions the recirculating ratio is 5 : 1, which is a bit lower than for CANDU units.
Figure 5 shows the SG geometry. A view of the counter-flow pre-heater is shown at the bottom
left side. At the middle, one of the 13 support sheets is featured. These sheets obstruct the
central flow, forcing the stream to pass throw the peripheral side of the U-tube bundle. In the
figure the central vertical bane is also shown. This component divides the riser in two zones:
one for the feed water stream and other for the re-circulation flow. However, there are 5 by-pass
in the bane for pressure equalization with also allow flow mixing between both sides. Finally,
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Characteristic CANDU-6 RD-14M

Amount of loops 4 2

Amount of SGs/Pumps 4 2

Amount of Channels 380 10

Thermal power (MW ) 2109 11

Electric power (MW ) 648 -

Coolant mass flow per loop (kg/s) 1900 24

Secondary mass flow per SG (kg/s) 235 2

Amount of U-tubes 3540 44

Outside diameter of the U-tubes (mm) 15.9 15.9

Tube Wall Thickness (mm) 1.13 1.13

Average tube Bundle Height (m) 9.42 9.4

Overall Height SG (m) SG 18.7 12

Recirculation Ratio (full power) 5.7:1 5:1

Coolant Pressure (MPa) 10 10

Coolant Temperature (◦C) 310 310

Secondary Pressure (MPa) 4.5 4.5

Feedwater Temperature Secondary (◦C) 187 187

Table 2: Comparison between CANDU-6 and RD-14M.

a view of the separation zone is shown at the upper-left-side picture. Meaningful effort was
done to represent the real geometry, including all the U-tubes, baffles and support sheets. The
cyclone separator and the perforated cup drilling dryer were also included.

The domain was meshed using a dedicated hybrid combination between structured and un-
structured grids. The overall mesh demanded 10,219,505 cells (4,616,953 tetrahedra, 5,468,202
pentahedra, 10,800 hexahedra and 123,550 pyramids). Figure 6 shows mesh details around
the separator zone. The whole riser and the dryer outside were meshed with structured grids
whereas the U-tubes bend, the cyclone and the upper side of the top-head were meshed us-
ing unstructured grids. To avoid difficulties, the five cylindrical holes in the central vane were
represented by square holes of the same cross section area. It allows structured meshing.

The two-fluid solver uses the Multidimensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution
(MULES) (Zalesak, 1979) (Márquez Damián, 2013) to solve the continuity equation. Linear
algorithms was used for the momentum and pressure equations. Regarding the steam genera-
tion, the solver was modified to include the mass evaporation rate Γ1,2. Γ1,2 was imposed at the
U-tube walls with the exception of the pre-heater zone, in which evaporation was dismissed.
To accomplish that, the nearest cells close to the U-tubes walls where identified and a constant
value (per volume) for Γ, which ensure the overall evaporation rate, was imposed. An ad-hoc
restriction had to be included to guaranty mass conservation in those cells for with the void
fraction exceed unity. On the other hand, the condensation mass transfer (Γ2,1) was neglected.
A first order scheme was used to discretize the divergence terms. As above mentioned, the
primary to secondary heat transfer and the heat exchange amount phases were not solved in the
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present model.
The initial conditions, specially for the phase distributions, were carefully defined to reach

more quickly the steady-state conditions. The run was performed in parallel distributed com-
puting using 64 cores (E5-1660-v3, 26GB-RAM DDR3, 160GBHD, Infiniband QDR4 Gbps).
Despite of that, around 70 days of simulation were required to get only 16 sec of real time.
However, this short time was enough to reach steady solutions for the liquid level and the outlet
steam mass flow.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the results for steady-state operation are presented. An exhaustive description
of the void distribution, phase velocities and pressure drops is done in order to display those
flow characteristics, which are unable from system code models or experimental observation.

4.1 Macroscopic results

One of the more relevant parameters that characterize SGs is the re-circulation rate (mre=
mw
ms

= 5). In single phase systems, re-circulation is due to density changes promoted by local
heat transfer. On the contrary, in SGs the driven force is mainly due to the mixture in the riser
has a lower weight than the liquid in the downcomer. In this SG the steam flows (ms = 2Kg/s)
dragging ups liquid ( mw = 10Kg/s) towards the separator cyclone. mre is directly affected by
the pressure drop along the secondary side and the steam velocity because on the interfacial
forces. Figure 7-a shows the evolution of the re-circulation flow during the beginning of run.
As noted, after 11 sec the mre reaches the expected value. Figure 7-b shows the mass flow rate
of steam (red line) and water (blue line) leaving the riser. The left scale corresponds to water
and the right scale is for steam. Both of them display significant fluctuations around the nominal
values, although the steam mass flow seems to be a bit higher than the expected.

It must be highlighted the good accordance between CFD results and the nominal data. As
noted from Figure 7, the steady state solution is reached after a transient, which seems to be
short in terms of real time but is very long in terms of computational time. It should be men-
tioned, that the initialization of the current model plays a crucial role. For example, if the total
evaporation rate is imposed since the beginning of run with the riser fully filled with liquid, the
"swelling" effect is observed. That is, the steam blow ups the riser and quickly push ups the
liquid causing significant over pressure at the cyclone entrance. This high pressure at the top
of the riser induces liquid counter flow through the downcomer. To mitigate this phenomenon,
suitable initial conditions for the steam fraction as long as an slow evaporation rate slope are
needed.

4.2 Flow �elds

Figure 8 shows the main variable fields over a mid-plane cutting the riser. For clarity the
real aspect ratio of the riser was modified. The first picture (figure 8) shows the void fraction;
note that in the bottom side of the right leg (which houses the pre-heater) there is not steam. On
the contrary, for the left zone the evaporation takes place from the bottom. The saturated liquid
stream coming from the down-comer is quickly mixed with the steam in the early stages of the
riser.

Despite the steam migration from the left leg to the right leg through the five connection
holes, the top side of the left leg contains more steam than the other. The baffles promotes the
accumulation of steam below them, whereas the liquid accumulates over the baffles.
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Figure 8: Fields distribution over a mid-vertical plane cutting the riser.
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Figure 9: Fields distribution over horizontal planes cutting the separator and the dryer.

Velocity profiles are also interesting to analyze (see figure 8); the maximum velocity of water
is 4.5 m/s while steam velocity reaches 7.7m/s on the top of the riser. Patterns are very similar,
thus showing that the water is dragged by the steam with a velocity rate of 1.5 approximately.
The baffles represent a barrier for the vapor rising. As can be noted, the flow through the
connection holes is quite higher, especially for the first two holes. The last figure corresponds
to the pressure distribution. Although the low liquid velocity in the pre-heater zone, there is a
higher pressure drop caused by the large amount of baffles (22). Downstream the pre-heater,
the connection holes equalize the pressure. The local pressure drops caused by the support
baffles can also be identified. Almost the totality of the SG pressure drop is consequence of the
hindering way caused by the baffles in the riser.

The downcomer flow is driven by the weight of the liquid column against the bottom riser
pressure. Therefore, it should be emphasized that the agreement on the re-circulation rate mre is
mainly a consequence of the right pressure drops as long as the use of suitable interfacial force
models.

It is of special significance the visualization of the flow inside the cyclone and the dryer.
Figure 9 displays the streamlines, void fraction and the magnitude and direction of the hori-
zontal velocity at four cross cut planes. The three lower planes (y = 10.62m, y = 10.52m and
y = 10.42 m) intersect each one of the three cyclone stages while the upper plane cuts just a
set of dryer orifices (The picture on the right sketches the plane locations). The three cyclone
stages seem to work similarly although the horizontal velocity (Uxz) gets higher from the first
to the third cyclone stage. The steam filled almost all the separator and the liquid is confined
behind the peripheral walls. Liquid is projected from the all mouthpieces towards the cyclone
cup, although separation is more effective at the upper cyclone stage, which is evidenced by the
higher liquid accumulation at wall. The four discharge mouthpieces of every stage have similar
behavior with the exception of one first-stage's mouthpiece.

The upper picture is also interesting to analyze; The steam jets, crossing the dryer orifices,
are enough accelerated to hit the external shell, inducing small vortexes (one for each orifice).
These organized flow structures work such as small cyclones, separating the ultimate small
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drops. The efficiency of the steam separator is very closer to 100%, which is in accordance with
the expected.

To obtain the right separation of phases employing interpenetrating models such as the two-
fluid Eulerian-Eulerian model is a challenging assignment because the rheology of the disperse
phase as long as the interaction with the walls are poorly solved. In this sense, the interfacial
effects terms play a crucial role in order to model the real phenomena. As above stated, in
the separator the steam reaches high velocities and consequently the drag became significant.
However, for separation purposes, the inertial force must be dominant to guarantee that drops
reach the walls, forming liquid slugs, which easy fall down. To accomplish that the Tomiyama
model combined with the blending model allowed to use different particles sizes for drops in
steam and bubbles in water, thus improving phase decoupling in the separation but also allowing
liquid drag in the riser. This is mainly because Tomiyama model gives lows drag coefficients
(CD) when the Reynolds number becomes closer to zero (Red→ 0) and consequently the gravity
force becomes dominant.

a) b) c) d)

Figure 10: Flow distribution: a) Velocity vectors (water:blue, steam:red), b) streamlines (water:blue, steam:red),
c) streamlines inside the pre-heater, d) streamlines around a baffle inside the riser.

Others flow characteristics are displayed in Figure 10. In picture 10-a and 10-b the velocity
vectors and streamlines for steam (red) and liquid (blue) are drawn. For clarity the vectors
corresponding to each phase were drawn with a different scale and filtered with a volume-
threshold (α1→ 1 for the water field and α1→ 0 for the vapor field) in order to drawn vectors
only where the corresponding phase is.

The majority of liquid is separated by the cyclone, although residual drops are dragged
through the dryer holes, promoted by the steam acceleration. That projects the drops toward
the most external wall, where they form clusters and fall by gravity. The picture clearly shows
how the water falls down meanwhile the steam rises. In figure 10-b the steam streamlines dis-
play a swirl effect promoted by the centrifugal separator. This effect still remains downstream
of the dryer holes.

Regarding the pre-heater (see picture 10-c), the large amount of baffles increases the path
length and promotes cross flow enhancing the heat transfer. On the contrary, the support baffles
in the riser induce stagnation of steam below them, whereas liquid accumulates above of them.
In the same picture the downcomer flow entering to the bottom side of the riser is also showed.
The flow discharged induces turbulent structures around the U-tubes. Picture 10-d shows how
the streamlines straight ahead downstream and a fraction of the U-tubes remain unwetted by the
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Figure 11: Horizontal cut planes: Void fraction, Vertical velocity and Horizontal velocity.

For the currently studied SG the number of U-tubes is lower than industrial devices. There-
fore, the border effects should be more significant in this case. However, the present results
would help to understand the complex two-phase flow that takes place around the tubes and
baffles.

The void fraction and the vertical (Uy) and horizontal (Uxz) velocities are displayed in Fig-
ure 11 over four cross sectional horizontal planes. The bottom plane corresponds to the re-
circulation flow entrance height (y = 0.6m). As noted, only liquid water arrives from the down-
comer but it is quickly mixed with the steam boiled in the tube bundle. The flow goes up through
the periphery of the bundle while the horizontal flow, arriving from the downcomer, invades the
center of the bundle. The horizontal velocity pattern is symmetric with maximum values up to
3m/s. The second plane (y = 4.6m) is placed just at the second by-pass connection. At this
height, steam clusters can be identified, thus inducing high local vertical velocities. It is also
noticeable the flow crossing from the left to the right leg with horizontal velocities rising up
to 0.5m/s. The vertical velocity is progressively increased along the riser due to buoyancy but
also due to the regime change (bubbly to slug). Uy locally grows up to 10m/s while Uxz remains
lower than 1.1m/s. In both legs the ascending flow is mainly in the U-tubes zone, with low
velocity outside of the bundle.

The third plane (y = 6.7m) in Figure 11 is just above of two support baffles. It can be see
how the flow distribution is strongly affected by them. The mixture flows mainly through the
periphery hatches and the liquid accumulation above the baffles is also clearly observed. The
horizontal velocity vectors show that the flow quickly returns to the central zone once it cross
the baffles. the highest plane (y = 8.8m) was placed just before to the U-tube bends. In this
case the steam fraction is upper than 50% in almost all the riser cross area. The flow is quite
homogeneous in the vertical direction and velocities locally rise up to 10m/s. In the other hand,
the ratio between the horizontal and vertical velocity is around 0.1. However, the transverse
motion around some U-tubes is quite intense. It can be concluded that the support baffles play
a remarkable role on the flow distribution and should influence on the local heat transfer rate.
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The void fraction distribution (spatially-averaged along cross transverse planes) along the
both riser legs is showed in Figure 12. The sharp variations are consequence of the baffles
obstruction. As was pointed in preview sections, steam stagnates below the baffles whereas
water accumulates above them. In the right leg, the pre-heater is completely fill of water but
water quickly starts evaporating downstream it. In the left leg the downcomer entrance affect the
void distribution. The re-circulated water quickly reduces the void fraction. The flow is mainly
dominated by the bubbles buoyancy and the different weight of the water collapsed columns at
riser and downcomer.

The pressure distribution along the riser is displayed in Figure 13. It is remarkable the large
pressure drop along the pre-heater, which is responsible for more than a half of the overall
pressure drop in the riser. In the raiser two patterns can be identified. The frictional pressure
drop induced by the tube bundle and the form pressure drop caused by the baffles.
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Figure 13: Pressure drop along the riser: a) Left leg, b) Right leg.

To complete the study, the figure 14 shows the velocity magnitude distribution in both legs. It
must be mentioned that the vapor phase take the same value of the liquid when the void fraction
tend to zero. It is evidenced in the pre-heater zone. In the left leg the velocity achieve negative
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values below the downcomer injection. It is achieved by the vapor generation in this stagnant
zone; the liquid down to this zone to guarantee the mass conservation. The low difference
between the velocity phases demonstrate the high level of liquid drag induced by the vapor
rising.

a) b)
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Right leg
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Figure 14: Velocity distribution: a) Liquid velocity, b) Vapor velocity.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A full geometry steam generator model was developed using three-dimensional Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics. Simulations were focused on the secondary side in order to understand
the complexity of the two-fluid flow. A blending model for interfacial momentum exchange
was required to account for the different flow regimes that occurs along the steam generator.

Steady-state results such as the re-circulation rate, the void and pressure distributions was
presented. Detailed visualization of the void and phase velocity fields near the baffles, the
cyclone separator and dryer was carried out, identifying stagnation and detached flow zones,
which can lead to temperature hot points, low heat transfer zones or vibration induced failure.
The CFD model showed to be a very suitable tool for designing an assessing of steam generators
as well as a data source for system code models. Future work should be dedicated to achieve
a wall boiling model able to predict the local evaporation rate as a function of the primary to
secondary heat transfer.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
α: Void fraction.
U: Velocity.
p: Pressure.
ρ: Density.
µ: Dynamic viscosity.
ν : Kinematic viscosity.
σ : Surface tension coefficient.
t: Time.
g: Gravitational acceleration.
τ: Laminar stress tensor.
R: Reynolds stress tensor.
M: Interfacial force per unit volume.
Γ: Mass transfer.
K: Interfacial constant coefficient.
C: Constant coefficient.
f : Blending factor.
d: Dispersed droplet-bubbly diameter.
L: Characteristic length.
λ f : Friction factor.
ζ : Form loss coefficient.
I: Identity matrix.
n: Surface normal vector.
y: Wall distance.

Eo =
d2

1g∆ρ

σ
: Eotvos number.

Mo =
µ4

2 g∆ρ

ρ2
2 σ3 : Morton number.

Re = UL
µ

: Reynolds number.
Superscripts:
D: Drag force.
SL: Shear lift force.
WL: Wall lubrication force.
V M: Virtual mass force.
T D: Turbulent dispersion force.
T : Transposition.
Subscripts:
γ: Phase index.
1: Liquid phase.
2: Vapor phase.
1,2: Liquid to vapor transfer.
2,1: Vapor to liquid transfer.
r: Continuous-Dispersed relative value.
pd: Partially dispersed.
f d: Fully dispersed.
d: Dispersed.
w: Wall.
e f f : Effective.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
P: Pipe.
J: Junction.
B: Branch.
S: Steam separator.
V LV : Valve.
HS: Heat structure.
T DJ: Time dependent junction.
T DV : Time dependent volume.
CFD: Computational fluid dynamics.
CHT : Conjugated heat transfer.
LFC: Loss of forced convection.
LOCA: Loss of coolant accident.
NPP: Nuclear power plant.
PHWR: Pressure heavy water reactor.
PWR: Pressure water reactor.
SG: Steam generator.
OFM: OpenFoam model.
SCM: System code.
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